A collocation on lines procedure based on piecewise polynomials is applied to initial/boundary value problems for nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equations. Optimal order a priori estimates are obtained for the error of approximation.
we denote by ?r the set of polynomials of degree less than r and ?r A the set of functions that are polynomials of degree r -1 in each subinterval [x¡, x¡+ x ]. We take -1 < pl < p2 < • • • < pk < 1 and w.. > 0, / = 1, . . . , k, to be Gaussian points and weights, respectively, so that f+ ' p(x)dx = £ p(Pi)w., p E P2fc([-1, 1 ] ).
J -1 ,= i
The Gaussian points and weights in the subinterval [x., xj+ x ] are l«f+, -(*/ + xi+i)l2 + P/*//2, < = ÄyW./a, / = 1, . . . , k.
We introduce two pseudo-inner products corresponding to Gaussian quadrature and composite Gaussian quadrature: iDxf,Dxf) + \f\2>VA\\f\\2HHi).
The above lemmas are established in [6] , proofs also appear in [5] . Lemmas 1.2,1.3 and 1.5 have been first proved for the case of cubic Hermite polynomials by Douglas and Dupont [3] .
2. Approximation Theory. In [6] we show that Rkix) = Dx(l -x2)k+2, k = 0, 1, . . . , on (-1, 1) are orthogonal polynomials. By Rodriques' formula we see that D2Rk(x) = Dk+2(1 -x2)k+2 is a multiple of the Legendre polynomial on the interval (-1, 1). We now establish some properties of these polynomials.
Lemma 2.1. Ifk>3, (2.1) (D^Rk_2,x\ = 0, p = 0,l,2,v<p.
Proof. Since D^Rk_2xv is a polynomial of degree K + 2 -ju + v, we have for k > 3, (DxRk_2,xv)h= Ç_VxRk_2x"dx.
Lemma 2.1 now follows by using integration by parts and the fact that D$Rk_2 vanishes at x = ± 1 and D2Rk_2 vanishes at the Gaussian points. Note that for k > 2, iDxRk-2A)h=iD2xRk-2,xv)h=0.
We define an interpolation operator 3. Collocation on Lines. In this section we consider the problem of approximating the solution of the nonlinear hyperbolic equation
subject to the initial conditions (3. 2) u(x, 0) = a,(x), Dtix, 0) = a2(x), 0 < x < 1, and the boundary conditions (3.3) «(0, 0 = 0, «(1, t) = 0, 0 < t < T.
Assume that the coefficients satisfy (3.4) 0 < e, < p(x, t, u) < C1, c2 < q(x, t, u) < C2, for 0 < jc < 1, 0 < r < T and -°° < u < + °°. Also, we assume that p, q, f are continuously differentiable functions of their arguments and uniformly bounded. Throughout, we assume that this problem has a solution, «. Let SA = Pfc+2 A H C1 and SA C\ //¿ be spanned by the basis functions {Bj}kN. We seek an approximation uh(x, t) to u of the form kN uhix, I) « £ ß,it)Bt(x). Lemma 3.1. 77îe collocation method (3.5), (3.6) and the discrete Galerkin method (3.7), (3.8) each possess a unique solution for 0 < t < T. Moreover, these solutions are identical if the processes are started from the same initial values.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.1 in [5] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 4. Error Analysis. In this section, we find a priori error bounds for the collocation on lines procedure. We consider the problem of finding uh G 5A C\ Hi such that
for all u G S. DHX.
X "
In order to find estimâtes for the error u -uh in the ¿,,,-norm, we assume that «(•, t) G CX(I) and define w(#, r) = Thu which is in SA . Then we find a priori bounds for the difference w -uh G SA ; and applying known approximation results to the difference « -w, we obtain bounds for the error of the collocation on lines wftere /T is a constant independent of h and u.
Proof. Let r¡ = u -w and J = w -un. Then (3.1), (4.1) imply that
In (4.2) we choose v = Z)ff and in [6] we show that 5. Computational Considerations. In this section, we discuss the question of actually solving the system of ordinary differential equations (3.5), (3.6). where Cdepends on u and is independent ofh, At.
Proof. It is easily seen that a unique solution of (5.2) exists under assumption (i) and ( and we form the relation ip,Dt(uh -u))h = (D2(uh -U),Dt(uh -«))" -iD2xiuh -«),/>,(«" -«"))".
We apply the elementary inequality Via2 + Vib2 > ab to obtain IPlft + \DtK -ü)\2h>Dt\Dt(uh -«)|2 -DtiD2xiuh -«"),«" -H)h.
In the above inequality we add the inequality \Dt\uh -u|2 <\\Dt(uh -«)|2 +i|u" -u|2
to obtain
IPlft +l"ft -"Ift +2\Dt(uh-u)\2
> Dt{\uh -«Ï2 + \Dt(uh -«)|2 } -Dt(D2x(uh -«), uh -u-)h.
We integrate from 0 to t and apply Gronwall's Lemma to get
Wi-'r
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